Classic Germany
Bavaria and the Black Forest. From the Alps to the Rhine. Castles and
Wine.
Let us show you the country where we grew up. We have combined some of the
most scenic routes in Germany and guests are in for an absolute treat on this trip.
We will meet you near Munich, Germany’s most beautiful and friendly big city.
From here we will shuttle into the foothills of the Alps. On this trip you will
experience 3 very distinctly different regions of Germany, from the Alps and it’s
lovely front ranges to the famous Black Forest and then on to the wine and castle
regions of Mosel and Rhine river valleys.The first day takes us from the Alps past
Germany’s most beautiful castle into the lovely Allgaeu mountains. From here we
will traverse the Black Forest on the Black Forest High Road. Finally our the last
stages of this tour will take us through Germany’s famous wine growing region,
the Mosel valley with all it’s picturesque towns and castles to the Rhine River at
the German Corner in Koblenz.
Arrival Day: Arrive the day before the tour in Munich and get your bikes in the evening.
Day 1: We will drive out of Munich into the Alps and start cycling in the shadow of
Germanies highest peak, the Zugspitze past the famous castle Neuschwanstein into the
Allgaeu mountains.
Day 2: We cycle past many picturesque towns through beautiful Allgaeu landscape to
Lake Constanze. A transfer by bus takes us to the Blackforest in the evening.
Day 3 and Four: We cycle much of the Black Forest High Road from famous Titisee
through the beautiful Glotter Valley and on to the well know spa resort town of BadenBaden. You get some time to relax in the spas that already soothed weary Roman
soldiers muscles 2 milleniums ago.
Day 5 and 6 We have to do a longer van transfer to Trier, the old German Kaiser city.
In the afternoon we will start cycling out of the city along the beautiful Mosel River. The
river meanders through the Vulcanic Eifel mountains and is dotted with beautiful
medieval towns and overlooked by many of Germany’s famous castles. Some serious
wine sampling is in order and we will ride up to Burg Eltz for a visit.

Day 7 We will continue cycling along the Mosel River into Koblenz and finish the cycling
tour on the confluence with the Rhine River at the Deutsche Eck (German Corner)
monument, a fitting place to end a bike tour of Germany.
We will then arrange for your transportation to Frankfurt International Airport. If you want
to stay on in Germany we suggest you take a cruise on the Rhine River. Koblenz is the
perfect starting point for that.
Trip Prices
Trip prices depend on length of trip, number of participants and level of type of services
provided. We will completely customize this trip to the needs of your group.
Departure Dates
Currently we are only offering customized trip departures for groups and families of 10 or
more participants. Start and finish location in Germany can be adjusted to your groups
needs.

We will help you make any pre- or post trip arrangements.

Reservations: 1-800-661-BIKE (2453)
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e-mail: res@rockymountaincycle.com

